
Name _ Date _

Crossword Puzzle
Use the clues at the bottom of the page to complete this crossword puzzle.

Down
1. Protecting yourself and others from dangerous

and unexpected driving (z- t.)6P-.. i)!»
3. A complex system involving people, vehicles,

and roadways (abbreviation) .
4. All the skilled actions a person must take to

drive safely
5. To judge where possible points of conflict may

develop
6. Federal, state, and local government agencies

work together to the HTS.
7. To maneuver a vehicle to avoid possible

conflicts
9. The chance of injuring people or causing

damage
. 10. As a driver, you have responsibility

for any damage or injuries you cause.
15. All drivers are responsible for using _

efficient driving habits.

Across
2. The main cause of most collisions (2 words)
6. People who use the HTS for walking, driving, or

riding (2 words)
8. The organized visual-thinking-doing which

helps you drive is the Process.
11. Another word for collision
12. Occur when a vehicle hits another object
13. To determine when, where, and how to take

actions to avoid conflicts
14. To locate potential hazards in the ongoing

driving scene
16. As a driver, you will use the steering to

help you execute your decision.
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Name Date _

Tic-Tac-Toe
Challenge a classmate to a game of tic-tac-toe. The first player picks any of the nine squares and answers
the question in it. If the question is answered correctly, an X is placed in the square. The second player then
gets to select the next square. An 0 is entered in the second player's square if the question is answered
correctly. Take turns until one player has three squares filled across, down, or diagonally. This player wins
the game.

Collisions and traffic Name two federal laws What does HTS
. Il-Ut;LlJ that regulate the HTS. stand for?tie-ups are II 2 P

of in the

highway transportation

system.

I

For whom is a Name the main cause What is the leading

responsible driver of most collisions. cause of death for
,

responsible? young people 16-19

. years old?

,

List the four steps in Name the three parts What three basic skills

themt Process. of the HTS. are involved in the
oX f

driving task?
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